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The information on the distribution/assembly of DNA-binding 
proteins along the DNA strand or in the DNA sequence is 
critical for the understanding of diverse but functionally 
distinct DNA-protein interactions. Dr. Wang’s group showed 
an amazing approach to obtain such information. They 
demonstrated an unprecedented supernuclease cutting that 
could remove the unbound DNA segment exclusively and 
thus left the protein-protected DNA segment at near single 
nucleotide resolution. Combined with the fantastic design of 
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distribution/assembly patterns and coordinated displacement 
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Multiple DNA-interacting protein molecules are often dynamically distributed and/or assembled along

a DNA molecule to adapt to their intricate functions temporally. However, analytical technology for

measuring such binding behaviours is still missing. Here, we demonstrate the unique capacity of

a supernuclease for a highly efficient cutting of the unprotected-DNA segments and with complete

preservation of the protein-occluded DNA segments at near single-nucleotide resolution. By exploring

this high-resolution cutting, an unprecedented assay that allows a precise sequencing of single

protected-DNA fragment molecules (SPDFMS) was developed. As relevant applications, relevant

information was gained on the respective distribution/assembly patterns and coordinated displacement

of single-stranded DNA-binding protein and recombinase RecA, two model proteins, on DNA. Benefiting

from this assay, we also for the first time provide direct measurement of the length of single RecA

nucleofilaments, showing the predominant stoichiometry of 5–7 RecA monomers per RecA

nucleofilament under physiologically relevant conditions. This innovative assay appears as a promising

analytical tool for studying diverse protein–DNA interactions implicated in DNA replication, transcription,

recombination, repair, and gene editing.
Introduction

Protein–DNA interactions (PDIs) occur in a myriad of biological
processes,1 e.g., DNA replication,2 transcription,3 and gene
editing.4,5 An abnormal PDI may alter genetic and/or epigenetic
information, triggering pathological signals.6–8 Informative PDI
measurements are required for the understanding of normal
physiology and pathology. In addition to drug discovery and
clinical diagnosis, PDIs can also be utilized for the development
of chemical tools.9–14 A number of methodologies and technol-
ogies have been extensively designed for the study of thermo-
dynamics and dynamics of PDIs, including surface plasmon
resonance, uorescence microscopy, traditional slab gel elec-
trophoresis and capillary electrophoresis.15–21 Meanwhile, a few
technologies have been exploited for measuring the structure,
conformation, and mechanics of protein–DNA complexes,13,22,23
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e.g., footprinting assays,24–29 electron microscopy, single mole-
cule force microscopy,13,30 and high resolution uorescence
imaging.31–33

In fact, many DNA-interacting proteins are considered to be
dynamically distributed or assembled along a DNA strand
rather than statically arrested just at specic positions of
DNA.34,35 For example, the protein binding to a DNA molecule
varies with stoichiometry,36 and upon movement (e.g., sliding,
jumping),37 dynamic assembly and disassembly,38 and phase
transition.39 In this sense, it is very important to assess the
distribution and assembly of DNA-interacting proteins on DNA.
Furthermore, in a biological process, multiple protein–DNA
interactions may occlude on the same DNA patch in a sequen-
tial, competitive, independent, and/or cooperative manner.40–43

Therefore, it is also critical to measure the distribution/
assembly of proteins on DNA for understanding sequential
and coordinated interaction events. However, ensemble
biochemical measurements typically look only at the average
values of the nal output from a PDI process, and may overlook
kinetic details and binding diversity of individual molecules
that are important for understanding the overall nature of
a particular PDI.35 Therefore, to characterize the protein distri-
bution and assembly on DNA, it is technically demanding to use
single molecule technologies.

Canonical Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is
a distance-dependent transfer of energy from a donor dye to
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 2039–2049 | 2039
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Fig. 1 DNA digestion efficiency of the two selected nucleases.
Nuclease: 400 fmol supernuclease or 400 fmol DNase I. The DNA
digestion proceeded at 37 �C. Samples were separated by 16% native
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an acceptor dye. Thus, FRET technologies are commonly
used for measuring PDIs. However, as described above, the
measurement of temporal protein distribution on DNA has
to be achieved at the level of single molecules. Therefore,
single molecule (sm) FRET technologies are necessary.
However, many PDIs oen occur for a DNA length far beyond
the distance limit of canonical smFRET (10 nm).44 For
example, conservative and important homologous recombi-
nation (HR) repair may take place over a DNA length of 50–
200 nm.45 On the other hand, single DNA curtain technology
can be used for visualizing protein distribution along DNA at
the scale of 1–12 mm.34,35 To date, it is one of the most
challenging issues to directly measure the distribution and
assembly of multiple protein molecules on a DNA strand at
a scale of 10 nm to 1 mm.

Instead of developing uorescence-based technologies, we
design a high-resolution cutting technology, and combine it
with widely used TOPO cloning and DNA sequencing technol-
ogies to propose a novel analytical method: precise sequencing
of single protected-DNA fragment molecules (SPDFMS) assay.
The known DNA sequencing-involved footprinting assays are
commonly used for measuring PDIs to infer protein binding-
induced hypersensitive sites.24–27,29 However, the cutting
activity of routinely used DNase I for footprinting assay is
sensitive to inorganic salts,46 which are oen required to
support physiologically relevant PDIs. More importantly,
because of the random cutting feature and poor cutting effi-
ciency of DNase I,26,27 the footprints of protein-bound DNA are
obtained at low resolution. Actually, hypersensitive sites must
be distinguished from a set of irrelevant nicks. Chemically,
potassium permanganate (KMnO4) can oxidize pyrimidine
residues in single-stranded DNA. This reaction also provides
a basis for footprinting studies of PDIs.47–49 However, it is
established that KMnO4 might cause multiple-hit oxidation
sites to DNA and oxidize targeted proteins, thus leading to
a false interpretation of footprints.50 To our knowledge, there is
no report of available footprinting technologies for the exquisite
measurement of protein distribution and assembly on DNA.
Furthermore, due to its low resolution and low efficiency, the
cutting technology used in known footprinting assay is not
suitable for the proposed SPDFMS assay. We need a new cutting
nuclease and a new protocol.

Our proposed SPDFMS assay utilizes Sanger sequencing,
which can read up to 900 bp.51 Considering the length equiva-
lence of 3.4 nm for 10.5 bp,45 the corresponding measurable
distance is about 300 nm. Therefore, ideally, the proposed
SPDFMS can be applied to measure protein distribution on DNA
at a distance scale up to 300 nm. Combined with data synthesis
from the sequencing of about 83–287 single protected-DNA
fragment molecules (amplied by clonal sequencing), the
landscapes for the binding and distribution of proteins on
a DNA strand can be explicitly inferred. Based on this innovative
assay, we demonstrate the distribution, assembly and coordi-
nated displacement of two model proteins on single-stranded
DNA. This allows gaining new insights into protein–DNA
interactions.
2040 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 2039–2049
Results
Highly efficient cutting of DNA by supernuclease

The development of the proposed SPDFMS assay necessitates as
a rst step an efficient and suitable nuclease. It was reported that
supernuclease can cut the substrate into 50-monophosphate-
terminated oligonucleotides 2–5 nucleotides in length.52,53 This
unique feature prompts us to assume that supernuclease is an
excellent option to achieve highly efficient and high-resolution
cutting of unprotected DNA. For this purpose, we rst examined
the capacity of two nucleases, supernuclease52,53 and DNase I,27 in
DNA cutting. Of note, DNase I is routinely used in footprinting
assays.27,29 These well-documented applications support that DNase
I has the ability to cut unprotected DNA. Supernuclease is also used
for assessing protein–DNA interactions,38 hinting at its ability to cut
unprotected DNA. Therefore, the DNA-cutting efficiency of the two
nucleases was assessed. The assessment was performed rationally
using the same molar quantity. Two DNA probes used for this
purpose were single-stranded and double-stranded DNA with
respective lengths of 90 nucleotides (nt) and 90 base pairs (bp). The
probeswereuorescently labelledwith a Cy5 dye (Table S1†). Under
all three sets of tested conditions, the supernuclease can digest
DNA more efficiently than DNase I irrespective of whether the
tested DNA substrate is present in the form of a double-stranded or
single-stranded structure (Fig. 1). However, digestion of ssDNA (and
to a lesser extent dsDNA) by supernuclease is signicantly reduced
in the presence of 10 mM Ca2+ (Fig. 1C and D). Interestingly, in the
presence of 10 mM Mg2+ or 10 mM Mg2+ + 10 mM Ca2+, super-
nuclease could digest DNA in both forms (ds and ss) into 10 nt
oligonucleotides within one minute (Fig. 1A, E, B and F, lane 3). In
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) for 100 min.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Supernuclease cutting of the unprotected-DNA segments in
the SSB protein–ssDNA complexes for measuring the length of the
protected-DNA segments. (A) Schematic illustration of the assay for
measuring protected-DNA segments. (B) The correlation of the length
of ssDNAmarkers (M, nt) with migration distance (pixel). (C) Illustration
of the 80 nt ssDNA probes with a Cy5 label at the designated site. (D–
H) PAGE (16%) analysis of SSB-protected DNA segments. Con: undi-
gested ssDNA. ssDNA probes: 20 nM; SSB (tetramer): 50 nM, and
supernuclease: 20 nM. The number in red indicates the length of DNA
bands.
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contrast, DNase I could digest dsDNA into 10 nt oligonucleotides
only in the presence of both Mg2+ and Ca2+ and it requires 10–30
min (Fig. 1F, lanes 10–13). In the presence of onlyMg2+ or Ca2+, it is
hard for DNase I to digest dsDNA within 30 min. Interestingly, the
co-existence of Mg2+ and Ca2+ can stimulate the cutting activity of
DNase I on dsDNA. However, even under such conditions (10 mM
Mg2+ + 10 mM Ca2+), DNase I only partially digested ssDNA. This is
also consistent with a previous report showing a stronger digestion
preference of DNase I toward dsDNA.27 These results support that
supernuclease is a better choice to be used for highly efficient and
rapid DNA cutting. Moreover, the results also suggest that the
enzymatic activity of supernuclease is Mg2+ dependent, and that
Ca2+ can induce moderate enzymatic activity of supernuclease.
Therefore, in the following supernuclease-based assays, 10 mM
Mg2+ was used.

High resolution removal of unprotected DNA

As described above, the supernuclease displays high cutting
efficiency. Therefore, we further examined the cutting accuracy
and efficiency of the supernuclease on unprotected-DNA
segments in a PDI prototype. Since the unprotected-DNA
segments are removed by supernuclease cutting, only the pro-
tected DNA fragments are expected to be preserved (Fig. 2A) and
can be measured using polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE) analysis. In this case, we used the interaction of E. coli
single-stranded DNA-binding protein (SSB)54 and ssDNA as an
example. A series of ss80(+) probes that carried a uorophore
label at a designated nucleotide site (Fig. 2C) were synthesized.
These probes do not possess a predictable stable secondary
structure according to fold analysis (ESI Fig. S1†). We observed
a number of SSB-protected ssDNA fragments (see Fig. 2D–H).
The estimated length of these protected fragments was derived
from the corresponding electrophoretic shi by referring to the
length standard curve (Fig. 2B). The estimated length is
assumed to be equal to that of the fragment completely pro-
tected by the bound SSB in the SSB–ssDNA complexes. By this
simplied assumption, we observed two major patterns,
(SSB)65�2 and (SSB)50�1, for all ve ss80(+) probes. We also
observed an (SSB)35�1 pattern for four probes except that with
a label at the 41st dT. These patterns are well preserved
throughout supernuclease cutting (1–30 min) (Fig. 2D–H). The
observation of (SSB)65 and (SSB)35 is exclusively consistent with
previous reports.55,56 However, the observed (SSB)50 mode
differs in length from the previously reported (SSB)56 mode56

and should be a transition of (SSB)35 to (SSB)56.57

Noteworthily, the above mathematical consistence of the
binding patterns ((SSB)65 & (SSB)35) also proves that super-
nuclease cutting can accurately remove the unprotected-ssDNA
segments approximately at single-nucleotide resolution. On the
other hand, this observation may also support that super-
nuclease cutting does not perturb the SSB–DNA interaction.

Strategy for a precise sequencing of single protected-DNA
fragments

We further combined high-resolution supernuclease cutting
with Sanger sequencing, aiming to establish an assay for
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
sequencing of single protected-DNA fragments (SPDFMS). For
this purpose, a detailed protocol was designed. We select an
ssDNA-involved PDI to validate the approach (Scheme 1). First,
the unprotected-ssDNA segment is completely removed using
supernuclease from the protein-bound DNA. Second, the
proteins are removed from the protected-DNA fragments by
phenol/chloroform extraction, and then the protected ssDNA
segment is recovered using ethanol precipitation. In the third
step, the recovered ssDNA segment is hybridized with
a complementary ssDNA, which has a sequence that fully and
complementarily matches with the original ssDNA substrate
along its whole length. This unique design satises the
requirement of a complementary Watson–Crick base pairing
with a protected-ssDNA segment of any length. Fourth, the
unpaired overhang segment(s) of the hybridized dsDNA are cut
away using S1 nuclease, and the residual terminal phosphate
groups are removed using calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase
(CIP). As a result, blunt and hydroxylated ends-containing
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 2039–2049 | 2041



Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of SPDFMS assay for the single-
stranded DNA-involved PDIs. Scheme 2 Schematic illustration of SPDFMS of randomly chosen

single protected DNA fragments for measuring the distribution of
protein on single-stranded DNA.
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dsDNA segments are obtained. Fih, the obtained dsDNA
segments are simply ligated to T vectors (plasmids) by vaccinia
topoisomerase I (Topo-I), a subcloning step. Subsequently, the
plasmids carrying the inserted sequences are transformed into
DH5a E. coli competent cells, which are amplied as T-
monoclonal strains. The T-monoclones are then selected
using an anti-ampicillin gene residing in the un-ligated T-vector
plasmid. At last, T-monoclones are randomly picked for Sanger
sequencing. Based on this strategy, the inserted sequences of
the plasmids represent the protected-ssDNA segment, and can
be inferred from the measured sequences.

We further extended the above strategy (illustrated in
Scheme 1) for performing precise sequencing of randomly
chosen 83–287 T-monoclones (Scheme 2). Essentially, each T-
monoclone is grown from bacterial replication-based ampli-
cation of one plasmid molecule carrying one inserted single
protected-DNA fragment molecule. Therefore, each obtained
inserted-sequence that is inferred from a dedicated T-
monoclone belongs to one single protected-DNA fragment
molecule. Dealing with these sequencing data (data
synthesis) from 83–287 single protected-DNA fragment
molecules, the landscape for the distribution and assembly of
one protein of interest on a DNA strand can be explicitly
inferred (Scheme 2).

To present the inferred data concerning the protein distri-
bution on the DNA strand, we created two gure formats. The
rst one deals with line stacking. Each protected segment is
recorded as a line with a position representing its sequence,
which is set along the full length of the DNA substrate (Scheme
2 & Fig. 4B). The second gure format, HeatMap, is drawn from
the additive binding probability of every nucleotide in all pro-
tected DNA fragments. As an interesting feature this allows
evaluating the panoramic protein distribution on DNA (Scheme
2 & Fig. 4C).
2042 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 2039–2049
Correction of intermediate dsDNA templates

In the strategy proposed in Scheme 1, an action of dual
enzymes, S1 nuclease/CIP, is applied for removing overhangs
and terminal phosphate groups of generated intermediate
dsDNA templates (fourth step, Scheme 1). To test this design,
three types of hybridized dsDNA (50 bp) were synthesized with
30-overhang (30Ohg, 30 nt), 50-overhang (50Ohg, 30 nt), and
double overhangs (double-Ohg, 15 nt on each side) (Fig. 3A),
respectively. These DNA substrates were equally mixed and
treated with S1 nuclease and/or CIP. Evidently, all three DNA
substrates could be digested into 50 bp end-blunted dsDNA
products (Fig. 3B, lanes 3 and 4). In addition, only a large
number of the T-monoclones was observed when the DNA
mixture was treated with both S1 nuclease and CIP (Fig. 3C and
D). Thus 60 T-monoclones were randomly selected from dual S1
nuclease/CIP-treated DNA mixture for sequencing; interestingly
59 clones were found to show the correct sequences of inserted
fragments (Fig. 3D). In fact, only one T-monoclone belonging to
the hybridized dsDNA with double overhangs appeared to have
a 4 bp-shortened sequence (46 bp vs. 50 bp). Furthermore, by
counting clone abundance, it may be concluded that the dual
enzymes (S1 nuclease and CIP) can accurately remove all three
types of overhang with similar efficiencies (Fig. 3D).
The distribution of SSB protein on single-stranded DNA

Following the above successful achievements attempts were
made to extend the applications of the SPDFMS assay to the
assessment of the distribution of proteins on DNA. We rst
investigated the distribution of SSB protein on ssDNA substrate
ss80(+) (80 nt long). Upon sequencing 92–284 T-monoclones for
the SSB-protected ss80(+) fragments, comprehensive
sequencing data were obtained. With these accumulated data
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Correction of dsDNA template-carried overhangs (Ohg) for T-
clonal sequencing by a dual enzyme system (S1 nuclease & CIP). (A)
Schematic illustration of three types of overhang-carrying dsDNA
templates (50-overhang, 30-overhang, and double overhang) formed
by the hybridization of a short ssDNA fragment (50 nt) with a long
complementary strand (80 nt). (B) Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE, 16%) analysis of the mixture of three dsDNA templates (shown
in (A) of this figure, 30 nM each) processed as indicated in the figure.
The gel was stained with ethidium bromide and imaged using a Gel Do
XR imaging system (Bio-Rad, USA). (C) The photos of grown mono-
clones. The processed DNA mixture was subjected to T vector sub-
cloning followed by monoclonal growth. (D) Pie chart of monoclonal
sequencing alignment for the mixture of three dsDNA templates (n ¼
60). The three dsDNA templates were obtained by hybridizing 20 mM
50-ss50(�), Mid-ss50(�) or 30-ss50(�) with 24 mM ss80(+) followed by
PAGE purification. P indicates phosphorylation.

Fig. 4 Distribution of SSB along ss80(+). (A) Schematic illustration of
SSB binding on ssDNA. (B) Line stacking for describing the interaction
of SSB and ss80(+) by SPDFMS assay. (C) HeatMaps. n: the number of
mono-clones used for Sanger sequencing. ssDNA: 20 nM; SSB
(tetramer): 40 nM.

Fig. 5 HeatMap summary of SSB along DNA sequences, showing
preferential occlusion of SSB at the 50 flank of ssDNA substrates. (A)
The interaction of SSB with ss80(+) with phosphorylation at 50 (i), 30 (ii)
or both 50 and 30 (iii). (B) ss80(�): the complementary strand of ss80(+).
(C) Mirror ss80(+): the 50 / 30 sequence of ss80(+) altered with an
opposite direction of 30 / 50. (D) Mirror ss80(�): defined as in (C) but
for ss80(�). (E) ss80(++). ssDNA: 20 nM; SSB (tetramer): 10 nM.
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(Fig. 4B and C), the distribution of the bound SSB protein along
the DNA strand can be derived. Strikingly, preferential binding
of SSB on the 50-ank of this ssDNA substrate was observed.
This binding pattern can be clearly seen even by sequencing
only 92 fragment molecules.

Similar distribution patterns were also noted for seven
examined ssDNA substrates (Fig. 5). Noteworthily, the observed
50-ank binding preference can also be observed in the presence
of three types of terminal phosphorylation (Fig. 5A). In this case,
four phosphorylation scenarios for ss80(+) were examined: (1)
no terminal phosphorylation (Fig. 4C); (2) 50-phosphorylated
(Fig. 5Ai); (3) 30- phosphorylated (Fig. 5Aii); and (4) doubly
phosphorylated at both 50 and 30 (Fig. 5Aiii). However, 30-phos-
phorylation may further impair the binding of SSB on the 30

ank of the single-stranded DNA (Fig. 5Aii).
We further examined the binding feature of SSB by testing

a complementary sequence (ss80(�), Fig. 5B) and two mirror
sequences (Fig. 5C and D). The two mirror sequences are the
same as for ss80(+) and ss80(�), respectively, but with an
opposite 50 / 30 to 30 / 5' orientation. For the same purpose,
another ssDNA substrate (ss80(++)), which had the same base
composition as that for ss80(+) but a different sequence order
(Fig. 5E), was also examined. Consistently, the same 50-segment
binding preference was observed. However, we observed some
uctuating distribution patterns. The sequence in Fig. 5B is
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
more 50 populated than that in Fig. 5C–E. Most notably, the
sequences used in Fig. 5C–E appear to have a decrease in
distribution at the very 50-end, with the sequence in Fig. 5E
being the most notable.

The distribution of SSB on a joint DNA substrate was also
investigated. This substrate consisted of a double-stranded
segment (30 bp) and a single-stranded segment (80 nt). The
double-stranded segment was located at the 50 ank of the
single-stranded segment, and the substrate was called “50ds30-
ss80” (Fig. 6A). This design mimics the in vivo DNA substrates
generated in the HR repair process.58 The primary function of
SSB is to protect newly generated single-stranded DNA during
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 2039–2049 | 2043



Fig. 6 The distribution of SSB protein on a DNA strand. (A) DNA
substrate: 50ds30-ss80; (B) line stacking for description of each frag-
ment position vs. full length of 50ds30-ss80; (C) HeatMaps for the
description of additive binding probability of each nucleotide of
50ds30-ss80 by SSB. The two preferentially protected regions are
underscored with two end arrows.

Fig. 7 The cooperative assembly of recombinase RecA on DNA as
regulated by nucleotide cofactors. (A) Line stacking; (B) HeatMaps; (C)
the length distribution of the protected DNA fragments in the presence
of 1.0 mM ATP. (D) The proposed binding model of RecA on the DNA
substrate. In A, B, and D, (i) 0.1 ATPgS; (ii) no cofactor; and (iii) 1.0 mM
ATP. DNA substrate: 50ds30-ss80.
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DNA metabolism.40 As revealed by counting T-monoclones, the
grown T-monoclones are rare for the naked DNA substrate due
to its efficient removal by supernuclease. In the presence of SSB,
the number of grown T-monoclones increases with increasing
concentration of SSB, proving the dose-dependent protection of
the substrate as a result of SSB binding (ESI Fig. S2†). The
sequencing of randomly chosen T-monoclones (n ¼ 278–284)
allows comprehensive sequencing data on the protected-DNA
fragments, from which the distribution of the bound protein
along the DNA strand was inferred (Fig. 6C and B).

Both data treatments (Fig. 6B and C) show an increased
protection for the single-stranded segment with increasing
concentrations of SSB. These results suggest preferential
distribution of SSB on the single-stranded segment of the joint
DNA substrate. This is in agreement with the binding selectivity
of SSB toward ssDNA.36 For the single-stranded segment of the
joint DNA substrate, two preferentially protected regions were
observed (Fig. 6C). Between the two regions, SSB was found to
bind more strongly to the ank of 30 extremity. Noteworthily, it
is hard for both the 50 and 30 termini of the single-stranded
region of the substrate to be occluded by SSB, suggesting
a free energy barrier to prevent SSB from terminal binding.
However, we also observed the protection of the double-
stranded segment by SSB at a high concentration of the
tetramer (50 nM). These results are suggestive of a weak inter-
action of SSB with the double-stranded segment of the joint
DNA substrate.

RecA assembly on DNA

We further applied the SPDFMS assay for assessing the
assembly of proteins on DNA. Recombinase RecA was used as
the model protein. In general, RecA can be assembled on ssDNA
2044 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 2039–2049
to form active nucleolaments, which are the core complexes
used to search for the homologous template and to catalyse
strand exchange in the HR pathway.30,34 Recently, we identied
that unsaturated RecA nucleolaments, that are stimulated by
full RecA ATPase activity, are responsible for mediating HR.38

However, the exact distribution and assembly of RecA on
physiological DNA substrates remains to be established.

In the presence of unhydrolysable ATP analogue ATPgS, both
single-stranded and double-stranded segments of the joint DNA
substrate (50ds30-ss80) are completely protected by the RecA
assembly (Fig. 7Ai and Bii), accounting for 85.0% (n¼ 286). This
is consistent with a previous study showing an extension of
RecA assembly from single-stranded to double-stranded
segments as stimulated by ATP binding.59 Our observation
also conrms the extremely high cooperativity of RecA assembly
as stimulated by ATP binding (Fig. 7Di).

In the presence of physiologically relevant cofactor ATP, that
stimulates both ATP binding and ATP hydrolysis, RecA protein
prefers binding to the ank of 30 for the substrate 5'ds30-ss80
(Fig. 7Aiii and Biii). Moreover, an effective protection on the
double-stranded segment of the substrate was not observed (the
protected fraction of double-stranded segment: 11.1%, n¼ 280).
It was also found that ATP hydrolysis impairs the cooperativity
of RecA assembly on DNA (Fig. 7Diii).

In the absence of any nucleotide cofactor, RecA protein itself
is assembled mainly on the single-stranded segment of the
substrate (Fig. 7Aii and Bii). Essentially, the nucleotide cofactor
is dispensable to the assembly of RecA on DNA (Fig. 7Dii). It is
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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possible that the cofactor ATP is required to limit the length of
active RecA nucleolaments.

The assessment of the sequence data allows the calculation
of the length of single RecA nucleolaments. Since every three
nucleotides binds one RecA monomer,60 the length of the pro-
tected fragments can be used to evaluate how many RecA
monomers are involved in single nucleolaments. In this case,
it was assumed that each obtained protected-DNA fragment is
occluded by one RecA nucleolament, which is formed by
contiguous RecA binding. This is reasonable because the
unprotected DNA gaps between two nucleolaments would be
cut by the highly efficient supernuclease. As stimulated by
physiologically relevant ATP (Fig. 7C), the major fragments with
lengths of 16 nucleotides (nt), 18 nt, and 21 nt, that correspond
to 5–7 RecA monomers per nucleolament, could be observed.
About 72.1% nucleolaments consist of 4–10 RecA monomers
(n ¼ 280).
Fig. 8 The protein distribution on DNA for the study of the sequential
binding of SSB and RecA on 5'ds30-ss80. (A) Experimental conditions
coded by the labels (i) to (vii) for (B) and by the color for (C); (B)
HeatMaps; (C) line stacking. (D) The proposed binding model of SSB
and RecA on ssDNA. In (D), (i) ATPgS; (ii) ATP, and (iii) SSB binding to
ssDNA before RecA and ATP are added.
Sequential binding of SSB and RecA on the joint DNA
substrate

At last, still using the SPDFMS assay, the sequential interactions
of the two model DNA repair proteins, SSB and RecA, with DNA
were examined. As in the rst step of in vivo HR, SSB protein
binds and protects the newly generated ssDNA segment, and
then recombinase RecA protein displaces the bound SSB via
contiguous RecA binding.40 To simulate this sequential event,
SSB was rst added to interact with the substrate 50ds30-ss80 for
10 min, then RecA was added for subsequent assembly and
displacement.

Following the above experimental design, the use of non-
hydrolysable cofactor ATPgS, that only stimulates ATP
binding,59 leads to a dramatic alteration in the protein distri-
bution pattern (Fig. 8Bi, iii, and v, and Ci, iii, and v). The pattern
of the SSB-unprotected dsDNA segment (Fig. 8Bi and Ci) is
converted to the pattern of the protected dsDNA segment by
RecA assembly (Fig. 8Bv and Cv). This alteration indicates the
occurrence of the displacement of SSB binding by cooperative
RecA assembly (Fig. 8Di). Thus, in the absence of RecA, SSB
alone partly protects the single-stranded segments, but largely
fails to protect dsDNA segments. Addition of recombinase RecA
to the mixed solution of SSB and the joint DNA substrate
(50ds30-ss80) promotes the protection of both single-stranded
and double-stranded segments. It may be noted that this
protection pattern is similar to that generated by cooperative
RecA assembly on the joint DNA substrate (Fig. 8Biii and Ciii) as
stimulated by ATPgS. Through this displacement, cooperative
RecA nucleolaments are formed (Fig. 8Di) in agreement with
previous reports.61,62 Under similar conditions (stimulated by
nonhydrolysable ATPgS), it was found using smFRET that SSB
was displaced from DNA by RecA.61,62

The use of physiological cofactor ATP allows the observation
of a characteristic pattern of short protected-fragments
contributed by ATP hydrolysis-impaired RecA assembly upon
the sequential addition of SSB and RecA to the solution of the
joint DNA substrate (Fig. 8Cvi and Dii). Under these conditions,
ATP promotes binding of assembled RecA to ssDNA and ATP
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
hydrolysis. Of note, ADP, the ATP hydrolytic product, stimulates
the dissociation of assembled RecA from the RecA nucleola-
ments,63,64which leads to the formation of the unsaturated RecA
nucleolaments.38 Consistently, as shown by the line stacking
(Fig. 8Cvi), short protected-DNA fragments (<30 nt long, 25/94)
were observed. This is suggestive of the formation of charac-
teristic low-density RecA nucleolaments that possess long un-
occluded segments (Fig. 8Cvi). This short-fragment character-
istic pattern can be clearly observed from RecA alone (Fig. 8Civ)
but rarely from SSB alone (Fig. 8Ci). On the other hand, an
increase in the fully protected DNA molecule was also observed
(18/94, Fig. 8Cvi). As reported in a previous study,61 SSB assists
the elongation of RecA nucleolaments through the melting of
an expected secondary conformation. However, the tested DNA
substrate does not have any stable secondary conformation (ESI
Fig. S1†). Therefore, it appears more rational to propose that the
co-binding of RecA and SSB would fully protect the DNA
substrate. This did not receive conrmation from SPDFMS
measurement. However, the observation of a tertiary complex
between (RecA)n–(SSB)1–DNA (n, undened number) by
advanced capillary electrophoresis-laser-induced uorescence
(CE-LIF) analysis (ESI Fig. S3†) is highly supportive of this
proposal.

The increase of SSB tetramer concentration from 25 nM
(Fig. 8Ci) to 50 nM (Fig. 8Cii and vii) was found to fully protect
more than 60% of substrate molecules, including both dsDNA
and ssDNA segments (Fig. 8Cii and vii). One possibility is that
high concentration of SSBmay induce the change of SSB–ssDNA
binding mode from (SSB)65 to (SSB)35. If so, the 80 nt ssDNA tail
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 2039–2049 | 2045
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of the 5'ds30-ss80 substrate could accommodate the dual
(SSB)35 binding mode. Noteworthily, the cooperative binding
mode (SSB)35 limits the dynamic binding characteristic of single
SSB on ssDNA,65 providing an enhanced DNA protection. In
order to challenge this hypothesis, CE-LIF analysis was per-
formed with the aim of assessing the stoichiometry of distinct
SSB–ssDNA complexes. Through the reaction of the joint DNA
substrate with SSB alone, CE-LIF analysis showed the predom-
inance of the (SSB)65-related 1 : 1 SSB–DNA complex over the
minor (SSB)35-related 2 : 1 SSB–DNA complex (ESI Fig. S4†).
Upon further addition of 1.0 mM ATP and 3.0 mM RecA, the full
protection pattern of SSB binding was found to be largely
preserved (Fig. 8Bv). Meanwhile, CE-LIF analysis is also
supportive of the predominance of the cooperative dual (SSB)35
binding mode (ESI Fig. S4†). Therefore, under these conditions,
RecA assembly cannot displace SSB from the DNA substrate as
a result of diminished cooperativity of RecA assembly (Fig. 8Biv)
and increased cooperativity of SSB binding (Fig. 8Bvii and Diii).
Noteworthily, even under such harsh conditions, a few short
protected fragments were still observed (highlighted in
Fig. 8Cvii).
Discussion
High-resolution cutting of unprotected DNA

High-resolution cutting of the protein-unbound DNA segment
is the rst and critical step in SPDFMS assay. Four conditions
should be fullled by the chosen nuclease: (1) selective cut of
unprotected DNA but not of protein-occluded DNA; (2) DNA has
to be cut rapidly. In general, most protein–DNA complexes are
labile in vitro and lose their activity within minutes to
hours.62,66,67 Rapid cutting would allow completion of the
process prior to activity loss or alteration of PDIs; (3) efficient
cutting of long DNA into extremely short oligonucleotides is
necessary. The shorter the cut oligonucleotide, higher resolu-
tion for discrimination of the protected and unprotected
segments; (4) the target protein–DNA interactions should not be
signicantly perturbed. It was found that the supernuclease can
satisfy all the four premises. Importantly, supernuclease cutting
was found to allow the observation of two well-known (SSB)65
and (SSB)35 binding modes. This is suggestive of cutting of
unprotected DNA at near single-nucleotide resolution. More-
over, the observation also proves that the cutting does not affect
SSB–DNA binding signicantly. In contrast, DNase I that is
routinely used in footprinting assay displays a preferential
cutting on dsDNA and also lower cutting efficiency.
SPDFMS assay

The development of the new SPDFMS assay is aimed at facili-
tating the assessment of the distribution and assembly of the
interacting proteins on DNA. This is achieved by combining
high-resolution cutting and sequencing of single protected-DNA
fragment molecules. Through the evaluation of the generated
template DNA recovery, the reported data clearly show an
excellent reproducibility (ESI Fig. S5†), what is suggestive of the
reliability of the new assay. The footprinting assays can also
2046 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 2039–2049
provide relevant information on hypersensitive sites.25However,
the hypersensitive sites must be distinguished among a set of
irrelevant nicks. The establishment of the SPDFMS assay allows
access for the rst time to comprehensive information on
dynamic binding, distribution (caused by sliding or diffusion),
and assembly on DNA in aqueous solutions. Therefore, SPDFMS
assay is not only an extension of footprint analysis, but also
provides novel analytical possibilities. Beneting from this
unique assay, a plethora of new information on SSB binding
and recombinase RecA assembly was made available (see the
following Discussion sections). Moreover, use of this technology
also allows investigation of a sequential interaction event, e.g.,
the displacement of SSB binding by ATP binding – stimulated
cooperative RecA assembly on DNA. Noteworthily, we can
measure the length of single RecA nucleolaments. At present,
no method can be directly used to measure the length of RecA
nucleolaments.

Although single-molecule based uorescence and force
technologies are bringing tremendous progress in protein–DNA
interactions, immobilization of one of the binding partners
(e.g., DNA) is required. This restricts the occurrence of protein–
DNA interactions near heterogeneous and active solid–liquid
interfaces, which may have nonspecic adsorption sites to bind
interacting DNA or protein and thus alter the tested PDIs. Of
note, single molecule force microscopy measures the mechan-
ical properties of protein–DNA interactions. Such measure-
ments need to be done with the assistance of very long DNA (at
the scale of micrometers). The established SPDFMS assay does
not require any modication of DNA and protein and can be
extensively applied to the study of protein–DNA interactions
that generally occur in physiologically relevant aqueous solu-
tions. The measurable length of DNA using the established
SDFMS assay is determined by the read length of modern
sequencing technology. In our case, the length of the tested
DNA substrate (80 nt + 30 bp long) is about 33 nm. Regarding
every three nucleotides per RecA monomer binding, we are able
to show the cooperative assembly of 35 RecA monomers on one
joint DNA substrate. Evidently, canonical FRET cannot be
applied for such analytical tasks due to its distance limit (#10
nm). There are other benets, such as the accurate sequencing
of the protected-DNA fragments, which permits for the rst
time gaining panoramic and in-depth insights into the
complicated interactions of SSB, RecA and DNA within
a distance of 10–100 nm.
The protection of DNA by SSB binding

Application of the SPDFMS assay indicates that SSB binding and
wrapping selectively protects the single-stranded segment but
not the double-stranded segment. This is consistent with
a previous report.36 Surprisingly, it was found that at an
increased tetramer concentration (50 nM) SSB can protect both
single-stranded and double-stranded segments. It was reported
that the SSB tetramer displayed a 300-fold weaker interaction
with double stranded DNA compared to single-stranded DNA.68

Our observation on the protection of both single-stranded and
double-stranded segments of a joint DNA substrate by SSB
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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indicates that the presence of a single-stranded DNA segment
may facilitate the interaction of the joint double-stranded
segment with SSB.

Interestingly, we observed a terminal barrier to prevent SSB
binding to both termini (50 and 30). Raghunathan suggested that
the (SSB)56 mode has the 30 terminal ssDNA end unraveled to
the nearest hotspot.69 This hypothesized picture coincides with
our observation (Fig. 6C). Suksombat et al. further extended the
picture of the unravelled 30 terminal ssDNA for other SSB
binding states, (SSB)35 and (SSB)17.70 By single-molecule force
and uorescence spectroscopy, they have shown that the ssDNA
exhibits discrete wrapping states.70 However, although the
crystal structure and single molecule FRET and force technol-
ogies have been used, supportive data are still lacking. By using
SPDFMS assay, we provide direct evidence and support that the
termini of ssDNA are unravelled (Fig. 6C). This observation also
explains a previous study, showing that SSB diffuses between
the two termini.62
The regulation of RecA assembly on DNA by ATP hydrolysis

As shown in Fig. 7, stimulation of ATP binding only triggers the
protection of both single-stranded and double-stranded
segments by cooperative RecA assembly. This received conr-
mation from the use of unhydrolysable ATP analogous ATPgS.
These results support that ATP binding enhances the coopera-
tivity of RecA assembly on DNA to form active RecA nucleola-
ments. Furthermore, the protection of single-stranded
segments was supported in the presence of physiologically
relevant ATP. Compared to ATPgS, the presence of ATP can
stimulate the ATP hydrolytic activity of RecA nucleolaments.
Essentially, our data provide direct and compelling evidence
that ATP hydrolysis would eliminate ATP binding-stimulated
cooperative assembly of RecA on double-stranded DNA.
According to a recent study,71 this would prevent the formation
of double-stranded DNA-related toxic complexes.

Application of SPDFMS assay allows direct measurement of
the length of individual RecA nucleolaments. Thus,
a predominant stoichiometry of 5–7 RecA monomers per
nucleolament was estimated. These results are consistent with
a recent study showing the predominance of low-density RecA–
ssDNA laments.38 Importantly, here for the rst time a direct
measurement of the stoichiometry of RecA–ssDNA laments is
provided. It was reported in a previous in vitro study that
a curled conformation in ssDNA is required for homology
search.72 From our results, it is reasonable to propose that the
ATP hydrolytic activity would limit the presence of too many
active but rigid RecA nucleolaments and increase DNA curling
to facilitate the subsequent homology search.

Although it is reported that RecA assembly can replace SSB
binding from bound DNA,61 previous experiments were mainly
performed using nonhydrolysable ATP analogs. It may be pointed
out that in the present work such replacement was also observed
using nonhydrolysable ATPgS. Surprisingly, it was difficult to
observe the displacement of SSB on DNA by RecA assembly by the
use of physiologically relevant ATP. This can be explained by the
diminished cooperativity of RecA assembly and the increased
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
cooperativity of SSB binding at adequate concentrations (Fig. 8Bv
and Diii). Our observation of the nonreplacement of SSB binding
by RecA assembly on DNA under physiological conditions is in
agreement with an in vivo scenario, in which SSB binding can be
displaced assisted by RecFOR.61,73
Accessible sites

E. coli SSB can control the accessible sites of single-stranded
DNA by high affinity binding.62 By analysing line stacking
gures (Fig. 6B), we found that the un-occluded regions could
be observed at both 50- and 30-anks of the single-stranded
region of the joint substrate. Essentially, the un-occluded
regions of SSB on DNA provide accessible sites to initiate
RecA assembly. Therefore, RecA assembly can be initiated from
both 50 and 30 anks of the single-stranded region of the
substrate to displace SSB binding (Fig. 8Ci, iii and v). In addi-
tion to its primary role to protect the ssDNA segment, E. coli SSB
also plays a secondary major role in direct interactions with
a large number of 14 proteins, e.g., DNA polymerase II, III,
and V, primase, RecQ, RecO, RecJ, RecG, PriA, PriB, exonuclease
I and IX, Uracil DNA glycosylase, and phage N4 RNA poly-
merase.74 These accessible sites are available for such poten-
tially interacting proteins. Notably, for pure single-stranded
DNA substrates with a lack of joint double-stranded segment,
preferential binding of SSB was observed on the 50-ank of the
DNA substrates (Fig. 4 and 5).

In our SPDFMS strategy, to accurately map the distribution
and assembly of one protein, which lacks a specic DNA-
binding sequence motif, a minimum of �100 clones could be
used for Sanger sequencing. This may not be very economical.
However, our assay does not require the knowledge or use of
sophisticated equipment. On the other hand, if the proteins
display specic binding motifs against DNA, which can be
found in many instances, 10 or less clones can be used and thus
is very economical. Taken together, our assay has its own
goodness and broad range utility.

Importantly, we showed the fundamental concept of the
high-resolution cutting of unprotected DNA fragments, which
can be combined with any DNA sequencing technology (next
generation sequencing, nanopore sequencing and real-time
single molecule sequencing). This could further improve
throughput and utility. For example, Ingolia et al. combined
Rnase I cutting and deep sequencing to perform ribosomal
footprinting.75 By this interesting technology, they observed
uniform �28 nucleotide protected fragments of mRNA
templates, indicating the exact position of translating ribo-
somes. It is possible to combine our technique with deep
sequencing and expects to improve assay throughput but with
a sacrice in read length, which is limited by deep sequencing
itself. On the other hand, Callahan et al. utilized the SMRTbell
library and PacBio circular consensus sequencing to measure
the full length of bacterial 16S RNA.76 By that targeted-amplicon
high-throughput sequencing strategy, the sequencing
throughput also increases greatly. Thus, another option is to
combine our approach with the targeted-amplicon high-
throughput sequencing strategy.
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 2039–2049 | 2047
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In summary, we have developed an unprecedented precise
method for sequencing single protected-DNA fragments at near
single nucleotide resolution. The development of the assay
enables us to measure the distribution and the assembly of
interacting proteins on DNA. The assay relies on the read length
of DNA sequencing and is not restricted by optical limits.
Essentially, this innovative assay provides new opportunities to
gain insightful information on complex functions and metab-
olism of DNA. Moreover, this assay offers the possibility to
elucidate the displacement of bound proteins on DNA. Collec-
tively, further application of the method will shed new light on
a multitude of protein–DNA interactions.
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